The ability to visualize nucleic acid secondary structure has become quite important since the advent of computer prediction and biochemical techniques that depict such structures. Manually drawing the conformations can be quite time consuming and tedious. Thus, the ability to draw with the aid of a computer the secondary structure of nucleic acid molecules is quite advantageous. This paper describes an interactive algorithm that permits one to generate such drawings which may then be used for further analysis and/or publications.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, algorithms (1-6) have been developed which attempt to predict nucleic acid secondary structure when given the sequence of the molecule or fragment in question.
These algorithms produce outputs that indicate those bases that pair together to form double stranded regions. A region is defined as an uninterrupted run of consecutive complementary pairs of bases. By default, non-pairing bases form a variety of other morphologic structures which have been commonly referred to as internal loops, hairpin loops, bulge loops and multibranch loops. It is obviously extremely useful to translate the thermodynamically based predicted structures into one or more graphic representations which will help to further the analysis. This paper, presents an algorithm which permits the drawing of nucleic acid configurations on either a graphics terminal such as a Tektronix 4012 or 4027 (for color display) or drawing of the configuration on a plotter such as the Zeta plotter.
A facility exists within the algorithm to permit the modification of the presentation interactively to orient and/or untangle the molecule to make it more conducive to analysis and/or amenable for publication. The ability exists to orient the arms of the molecule to permit comparisons for similarity of shape and to compress the molecule to conserve space for publication purposes. The flexibilty inherent in this algorithm is not apparently available in other drawing programs (7, 8) .
The algorithm is based on the premise that the drawings are polygonal in nature.
The vertices of the polygons represent base positions.
Loops are represented by regular polygons of the size of the loop, adjusted by the number of bound stems that emanate from the loop. Base paired regions are represented by parallel line segments at a fixed (unit) distance from each other. The beginning and ending of a segment again represent base positions.
Free bases (unbound and not within loop structures) have an imposed bend to make them more visible. It should be noted that the energy of the structure is also calculated and displayed as part of the drawings.
The energy values used were derived from Salzer (9) . Figure 1 depicts a structure, which was derived using an interactive graphic matrix technique in combination with a computer prediction algorithm, for rabbit beta globin mRNA (6) .
CONSTRUCTING AN INTRINSIC REPRESENTATION
The polygonal structures are generated from an intrinsic description. An array, SEQANGLE, is kept, each element of which is the angular bend from each unit line segment to its adjacent unit line segment in order starting from the five prime end of the molecule.
From this array, the x,y coordinate positions for each base can be computed. The algorithm constructs entries for the SEQANGLE array; there will be an entry for each base in the sequence. The input to the algorithm is a region table, a sequence of 4-tuples (start base position, stop base position, size and region stabilizing energy). The tuples must be presented in increasing order relative to the five prime position. The exact format of the region table used to produce Figure 1 is shown in Table 1 . The nested and branching structures which are inherent in secondary structure drawings are not directly apparent in the given FILE: BGLGBIN. REG TQTRL ENERGY: -209. 59 Figure 1 . Computer generated drawing of a possible structure for rabbit beta globin mRNA. The solution was determined by techniques described in (6) . Note that because of geometric constraints, the drawing has overlapping sections. region table. However, it is one of the purposes of the drawing algorithm presented here to convert the given region table into a graphical display which makes these structures quite evident.
The ordered region table is scanned beginning with the first region. As each region is encountered, it is pushed onto a "tree" stack, for following later paths, and onto a "loop" stack, to be used to compute the energy of a loop and to determine the number of regions emanating from a loop. When it has been determined that the loop stack is empty an entire loop has been traversed. with the base number that pairs to it. Now that all double stranded regions emanating from a loop have been accounted for in the array SEQANGLE, the angle representing the regular polygon forming the loop is now computed.
The number of vertices in the polygon forming the loop is equal to the number of free bases in the loop plus two times the number of double stranded regions emanating from the loop. It can therefore be shown that the angle a between two unit vectors in the polygonal loop may be given by, a = (n-2) jr/n,
where "n" is the total number of bases (vertices) in the loop. The appropriate positions in the SEQANGLE array are then filled in with the angle a for all the unbound bases in the loop.
At this point all that remains to be entered, for this loop structure, in SEQANGLE, are the angles for those base positions that correspond to the transition points from the double stranded regions to the loop. These points correspond to the starting and terminating base pairs of a region. The transition point falls into two categories.
Either the transition point is part of a region which consists of a single base pair or it is part of a region of more than one base pair. For a point satisfying the latter condition the SEQANGLE entry is just IT/2 + a .
For single base pair regions the entry is the sum of the prior bend angle (an a from a previously processed loop on one side of the base pair) plus the current angle a . If this point is being processed for the first time (a previously processed loop does not exist at this time) the SEQANGLE entry is just ir. By continuing this process for all regions and all loops, the SEQANGLE array is filled in.
If it is desired to associate a bend with free bases that do not reside within loops so as to render them more visible, the SEQANGLE array should be initialized to a value slightly more than •". Since free base positions are not processed in the above description the SEQANGLE array for such unpaired bases will not be altered and a bend will be imparted.
At this stage, one may traverse the SEQANGLE array reading the bend angles and generating the x,y coordinates of the the base positions by producing unit vectors that are at the bend angles with respect to each other as is indicated.
INTERACTIVE MODIFICATION OF MOLECULAR DRAWING
As is illustrated in Figure 1 , the initially produced drawing may contain portions of the molecule overlying each other. This makes it difficult to discern important features of the structure.
To correct this problem, an interactive mechanism has been incorporated into the algorithm that enables one to unravel the structure, eliminating overlaps.
For the present this is accomplished using the crosshair facility on the Tektronix 4012 or 4027 graphics terminal.
All transition points (points which go from a double stranded region to or from a loop) become potential pivot points.
The crosshair may be placed over one of these pivot points and by mapping the crosshair position into a base position entry in the SEQANGLE array one can then alter the appropriate entries in this array to pivot a stem relative to its associated loop. Currently, the pivot angle is 0.5 radians per attempt and is in the direction which decreases the angle between the stem and the associated loop.
If the other side of the stem (corresponding paired base) is used, the effect is to undo any previous pivots by 0.5 radians.
This interactive process may be applied to several pivot points and/or several times to the same pivot point before redisplaying the altered molecule. The result may again be altered in a similar manner.
Eventually, the untangled molecule may be displayed and/or plotted (see Figure 2 ). It FILE: BGLOBIN TOTflL ENERGY: -209.59 Figure 2 . Same computer generated drawing as depicted in Figure  1 except that the molecule was untangled by the interactive technique described in the text.
should be noted that if the crosshair is moved to an invalid position, i.e., to a base in the middle of a region or to a coordinate position not within the vacinity of a base, a bell is sounded and the user is permitted to try again. Figures 3  and 4 illustrate another feature of the drawing algorithm. Specifcally, free bases may be pointed to with the crosshair and a bend angle may then be entered via a terminal. Here the algorithm was applied to the solution for rabbit beta globin mRNA depicted in (7) which takes into account some of the biochemical susceptibility data.
It should be noted with respect to the configurations depicted in Figures 2 and 4 that these represent illustrations of the drawing algorithm and are not necessarily accurate depictions of the beta globin mRNA molecules. The structure shown in Figure 4 is partly based on biochemical susceptibility studies (7) while that shown in Figure 2 was derived by a techique which attempts to produce an optimal or close to FILE: BGLOBIN.flUR TOTflL ENERGY: -49.69 Figure 3 .
Another example of the computer drawing algorithm applied to the structure derived for rabbit beta globin mRNA by techniques described in (7) . Again, because of geometric constraints portions of the molecule overlap. FILE: BGLQBIN. RUR TQTRL ENERGY: -49. 69 Figure 4 . Untangled computer drawing of the structure shown in Figure 3 -It should be noted that free basses (bases not paired or within loops) were used as pivot points to untangle a portion of this structure. optimal stabilization energy (6). It should be pointed out that the energy difference between the two structures is quite large. The structure in Figure 2 is much more stable than that shown in Figure 4 , i.e. -209.59 kcal vs.
-49.69 kcal. This would seem to indicate that neither structure is necessarily the absolutely correct one.
The grapnic principles underlying the pivoting process may be understood as follows: The main goal is to keep the bases of double stranded stems opposite each other i.e., eliminate skewing so that Watson-Crick pairs remain immediately explicit and obvious when a pivot occurs, the angle between the unit vectors emanating from the pivot point decreases. To keep the bases on the stem opposite each other, it is necessary to lengthen the unit vector emanating from the point opposite the pivot point (this point may be easily found from the PAIRS array). Appropriate angles must also be computed to maintain the consistency of the drawing, specifically angles GBA, BAC and ACF as shown in Figure 5 . It can be shown, using some trigonometry and geometry that the size of the lengthened vector (dl) can be computed by,
where a is the bend angle as defined in (1) and 0 is the total angular pivot. Once dl is computed, some other angles must also be determined. The angle y may be written as, where n can be shown to be n= ARCSIN(COS( e -a /2)/dl).
The angle at BAC may now be computed as Y + 1I /2. The angle at GBA may be calculated as the current bend angle plus d 8 (d 6 is the increment of bend i.e. 0.5 radians). One more angle must be determined, this is ACF. To do this, the incremental change in the angle A'CF must be determined. The incremental change will be given by & where,
where dl is the current length of the lengthened side (this will be 1 if it is the first pivot) and d2 is the new length of the lengthened side as computed from (2) . Again, only the principal angle <5 is computed. To determine the correct angle we have,
5=1 - § j£ i'>^ (7)
l+o otherwise, where n is the previous angle n which is n'= (COS( 6 -oc/2)/dl) ,
where 8 is the previous angle 9 . Thus, the new angle at ACF is equal to the current angle at A'CF+ <5 . One more piece of information must be associated with this pivot point, namely the length dl of the lengthened side. This is done so that it may be used later in equation (6) .
Having done the above, the array SEQANGLE has now been updated and may be used to compute the new x,y coordinates of the configuration or may be further updated by more pivoting. It should be noted that if an undoing of a previously pivoted point is desired, all that is necessary, is for the crosshair to be placed on the base opposite the previously pivoted base and the above equations may be used by just swapping the pivot point with its opposite point and replacing d 8 by -d 6 .
Other features also exist within the algorithm to enhance the presentation of the display. For convenience, one may rotate the entire molecule to improve the aspect ratio in plots for publication purposes.
The facility also exists within the program to number the bases from the 5' end (see Figures 2 and 4) . This is accomplished by specifying the starting base number and increment for succeeding bases. Another facility exists which permits the user to ask for the display of specific base patterns existing along the strand. Two search modes exist to accomplish this purpose. One permits the user to enter a set of string subsequences as patterns. The program will then search the sequence for the existence of these patterns, displaying only those bases that match the patterns.
A list is also generated which indicates the base positions where the matches were found. Another mode permits the user to specify sets of actual base number ranges so that the bases falling within these ranges will be displayed. These types of operations make it easy for the observer to determine the types of structures specific subsequences and bases reside in. This query facility will be expanded in the future to allow the graphical display of more complex relationships that might exist within the secondary structure of a molecule.
One may also use the crosshair to position the title within the drawing to allow for optimum page layout.
DISCUSSION
A SAIL (10) implemented nucleic acid drawing algorithm, running under TOPS-10 on a DECSYSTEM 20 has been presented. It takes as input a region table (produced from any of a number of secondary structure predicting programs or manual entry) and outputs a drawing of the configuration that has been described by the region table.
This drawing may appear on graphics terminals such as the Tektronix 4012 or 4027 (for color display) or may be produced on a hard copy device plotter such as the Zeta plotter. Color output is especially useful since different colors may be assigned to each of the four different bases, thus making it easy to discern base population characteristics rapidly.
The algorithm usually requires some human interaction on structures that have a fair degree of complexity because portions of the structure as originally drawn may overlap. This makes it difficult to discern the entities comprising the structure.
The interactive portion does not impart undue difficulty in using the algorithm since within a few minutes one can untangle molecules on the order of 700-800 bases in length. A log is also produced as succesive bends are imparted to the figure, so that at any time one may reconstruct the series of operations that have been performed. However, ideally an algorithm that eliminates the overlapping problem while maintaining good visualization would be desirable.
A technique has been developed to accomplish this and will be reported on in a subsequent publication.
It might be noted that the present alogorithm has been used with over 150 drawings with minimum difficulty in untangling.
